
“Few people are powerful, persuasive, persistent, consistent, and 
charismatic enough to change the world all at once, but everyone has 
the ability to affect the three feet around them by behaving more 
ethically, honestly, and compassionately toward those they meet. 

- Sharon Salzberg



Spread Your Wings





FACE
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what have you not faced?
including what have you 
not faced about how you 
are keeping it going?  



FEEL



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy_y9yOrgxk


emotions are information

fear something in environment is 
threatening my safety

anger something in environment is 
blocking me from reaching my goal

sad something I care about is lost and I 
can’t get it back

I have obtained a want or desirejoy



what have you not 
allowed yourself to feel?
what do you not allow 
others to feel?  



ALIGN



3 biggest yeses and nos

what do you really want?
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wanting ---> willing ---> committing

what do you really want?



what do you really want? 



REVEAL



say something unarguable
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say something unarguable
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say something unarguable
make a request “would you be willing to”
change an agreement
express appreciation
build an “us”  

menu of options 



“Few people are powerful, persuasive, persistent, consistent, and 
charismatic enough to change the world all at once, but everyone has 
the ability to affect the three feet around them by behaving more 
ethically, honestly, and compassionately toward those they meet. 

- Sharon Salzberg


